
Can Must Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But don't try, for I _________'t explain.1. can

And this is well; this is as it _________ be.2. should

And that noble lady, it _________ be owned, was secretly not a little glad
to have her advances thus firmly, though gently, repulsed.
3. must

I love this life because I _________'t help but love it.4. can

He had been to sea in a trading vessel, and, if the truth _________ be
confessed, had done a fair amount of smuggling.
5. must

I _________'t help it: it is true.6. can

_________'t say I ever did, brother, but it would do.7. Can

I _________ like to know what heroism a boy in an old New England
farmhouse-rough-nursed by nature, and fed on the traditions of the old wars
did not aspire to.

8. should

Dave was now helpless and if the truth _________ be told the fall had
more than half dazed him, for his head came down on a spot that was far
from soft and comfortable.

9. must

I _________'t think how in the world I got it, to tell the truth.10. can

The incidents selected by Mary to prove her case are, it _________ be
admitted, disagreeable, and the minor details too frequently revolting.
11. must

At first there was no fair opportunity to introduce any conversation beyond
the topics of the day, and to those, it _________ be confessed, this eventful
period gives a new and powerful interest.

12.
must

But I do not entirely approve your scheme of returning at once to your
neighbourhood; at least, I _________ like to make a little excursion on the
way, particularly as we may now expect a continued frost, and consequently
good roads.

13.
should
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I _________not help it; and what does my poor life matter?14. can

I _________ not help it, nor seem otherwise.15. can

This, it _________ be admitted, engendered a feeling of discouragement.16. must

And, moreover, I _________ like to show you one of our new industries;
there is a brick-field here.
17. should

He presented, it _________ be confessed, a somewhat curious figure
habited in his morning costume, a coloured dressing-gown, with a red
night-cap on his head, and spectacles on his nose, while he looked puzzled
and annoyed in the extreme.

18. must

I just _________'t bear to think of him giving them up.19. can

When all fair allowance has been made for the real difficulties of his
position it _________ be owned that the President cut a pitiable figure.
20.

must
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